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When studying business and management you will often have to include references in the 
Harvard style in your assignment, dissertation or thesis. Two issues make learning the Harvard 
style difficult. First, it has variants so there are differences between descriptions of the Harvard 
style. Second, the citing of electronic resources is not fully covered in most descriptions of the 
Harvard style. This guide suggests how to address these issues. 
 
First you need to choose a specific variant of the Harvard style and use it consistently. This 
either involves checking your reference list very carefully, or using some reference 
management software. EndNote is the most used reference management software at the 
University. Unfortunately, the Harvard default style that comes with EndNote is not very good, 
especially for references to electronic resources. 
 
Second your chosen Harvard style variant should follow good practice for electronic resources 
(see references section below). For more detail, there is the MBS library service’s “Guide to 
citing references (Harvard System)” (Hynes 2008), which is based on the University’s 
Humanities Faculty guidelines (University of Manchester 2006), and others (Anglia Ruskin 
University 2008), (Harvard Business School 2009). 
 
This document concentrates on EndNote, but the main points apply to all reference 
management software, or doing your references manually. This document is written using 
EndNote: therefore the Word version can be used to illustrate the differences between EndNote 
styles.  Along with the text, there is an EndNote library for the references, and an EndNote style 
file based on (Hynes 2008) and (Neville 2007). If you have feedback please leave a blog 
comment (bizlib247 blog 2009). 
 
Harvard variations 
The Harvard style defines the essential parts of a reference, but some formatting can be varied 
(Neville 2007). For example, some descriptions of the Harvard style have the references list 
with the complete authors’ names is capitals (Fisher and Hanstock 2002), while others only the 
initial letters (Bryman and Bell 2007); some put brackets around the year, while others have 
none; and the precise syntax for the volume number, issue number and page numbers of 
journal articles varies. It is essential that you select a variant and use it consistently within a 
document. (Also check the variant you choose satisfies any specific rules that you are required 
to follow.) Be careful if you use cut and paste to combine references from different places.  
 
There are several other citation styles: APA, Chicago, MLA are among the most common. 
These can be useful: there are more extensive and definitive descriptions of these styles than 
the brief British Standard available for Harvard. The APA (American Psychological Association) 
style (APA 2010) is the closest to Harvard in format (Neville 2007). Confusingly, Harvard, and 
many other US Business Schools, use the Chicago style. The HBS referencing guide is one of 
the most detailed for electronic resources (Harvard Business School 2009). 
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Citing electronic resources 

The fact that other citation styles have more detailed descriptions is most evident when looking 
for advice and examples for citing electronic resources. You must try to identify the author, year 
and title of the electronic resource, as well as its URL (Universal Resource Locator) and date 
accessed. The author, year and title will help others confirm that they have retrieved the same 
document. It is important to include the date accessed when citing e-resources since the web 
page or file located at a URL may change. 
 
If you are citing an e-journal article (or e-book) that also has an identical printed form, the 
normal reference for a journal article (or book) is sufficient (Garfield 1996) (Glänzel and Moed 
2002). (Readers can choose whether they access the printed or electronic versions.) However, 
the electronic format is appropriate where the journal (or book) is only published electronically, 
or where you specifically want to highlight your use of the electronic version (Chernin 1988). 
 
This document includes some example references for electronic resources. For further 
information you can consult: books on research methods (Bryman and Bell 2007) or 
referencing (Fisher and Hanstock 2002;Neville 2007) or online resources (Harvard Business 
School 2009;Hynes 2008;University of Manchester 2006). Remember that you may have to 
amend the advice given to match the Harvard variation you have chosen. 
 
Reference Management Software (EndNote) 
EndNote (EndNote 2007) is the most used reference management software application at the 
University. It is excellent for creating your own personal database of references, and the Cite 
While You Write (CWYW) facility allows you to easily insert citations into a Word document. 
Most electronic journal databases support importing citation information into your EndNote 
database (or other reference management software). EndNote helps make sure that all your 
references are in a consistent style. CWYW automatically creates a references list in the style 
you select, based on the citations in your document, and updates the complete document if you 
change your selected style. There are hundreds of styles: most are the styles for specific 
journals, and some are more generic (e.g. APA, Author-date, Harvard, Numbered). 
 
EndNote CWYW is excellent for making a consistent set of references. However, the EndNote 
default Harvard style [2009 version] is a specific Harvard variant and differs from University 
recommendations (University of Manchester 2006;Hynes 2008). The EndNote Harvard style 
capitalises authors’ names, omits edition information on books, and does not provide full 
information for all electronic resources. There are solutions to this problem. You can define 
your our style in EndNote. You can select the APA style, which is closer to the University 
recommendations than the Endnote Harvard style, select the EndNote style for a journal that 
satisfies your requirements, or download an EndNote Harvard style from the Web. This 
document was created using a modified version of the default Harvard style. 
 
EndNoteWeb is a component of EndNote available to all University of Manchester students 
through the University’s Web of Knowledge subscription. It is free. In contrast, the University 
has a license for EndNote desktop application on cluster and staff PCs but users have to buy a 
licence to use it on their own PC/laptop. EndNote Web does not have the full features of 
EndNote, but includes all the core essentials (EndNote Web 2007), and 10,000 references is 
sufficient for most people. You cannot modify the reference styles in EndNote Web but several 
Harvard variants are available. 
 
Common Queries on Harvard 
Surprisingly there is no official connection between Harvard University, or Harvard in general, 
and the Harvard citation style. It is believed that an English visitor to Harvard University library 
introduced the phrase “Harvard system” to refer to the system of bibliographic reference that he 
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had seen there (Chernin 1988). This explains why the benchmark for the Harvard style is two 
British Standard BS 1629 and BS 5605 (British Standards Institution 1989) (British Standards 
Institution 1990) – not the easiest documents to use as an initial guide - and why the Harvard 
Business School citation guide describes the Chicago not Harvard style (Harvard Business 
School 2009). 
 
One of the minor differences in descriptions of the Harvard style is the use of italics, bold or 
underlining. Emphasis is given to the title of a book (Bryman and Bell 2007), the name of a 
journal (Glänzel and Moed 2002), or the title of a thesis (Chun 2001). In the vast majority of 
journals and books this is done through italics. Occasionally bold is used. Some publications 
mention the use of underlining rather than italics. This was very common when theses were 
produced on a manual typewriter and italics was not practical. The MLA style encourages 
underlining: to “avoid ambiguity” (Neville 2007, p.73).  
 
Studying business and management, there are some resources that are often omitted in a 
general “How to reference” guide. The following list identifies some of the most common.  
How do I reference? 
Article – see (Garfield 1996) (Glänzel and Moed 2002) 
Article online – see (Badge and Scott 2009) 
Book – see (Neville 2007), (Bryman and Bell 2007), (EndNote 2007) 
Book chapter – see (Eyon et al. 2008) 
Company Analysts’ Report – see (Meltz and et al 2009) (Valuengine inc. 2010) 
Company Annual Report – see (Google 2009) 
Government Report – see (Walker 2009) (Financial Reporting Council 2008) 
Market Research Report – see (Mintel 2009) 
Thesis – see  (Chun 2001) 
Video online – see (City University London n.d.) 
Web page – see (University of Manchester 2006) 
 
There is insufficient space in a short note for an exhaustive list. In particular, this list does not 
mention government papers and specialised law resources. For more detail you can consult 
(Hynes 2008;Anglia Ruskin University 2008;Neville 2007) 
 
There is an argument that many of the difficulties in learning the Harvard style of referencing 
arise indirectly from the fact that there is no organization with responsibility for it. The flexibility 
that this has given the style contributes to its popularity, but also makes using reference 
management software like EndNote a little more difficult. 
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